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Programme

Welcome

Presentation of results by four Pop Up-projects

Very short introduction to the last seven projects and Q&A

Break

Pitches Pop Up projects 2019 first call and Q & A

Being part of VerDuS

Drinks



A tool for co-designing healthy environments for older citizens 
in Emerging Smart Neighborhoods
Prof. Masi Mohammadi (TUE) | Woningcorporatie Wooninc. | Zorgorganisatie Oktober | 
Bewonersgroepen en gemeente Waalre

A methodology for design and development of neighborhoods. 
 mapping the social and spatial characteristics of a specific 

neighborhood in Waalre;
 mapping the current policy and the relevant organizational 

structure;
 research into the needs and preferences of current residents in 

the neighborhood;
 translate all input in collaboration with older residents into smart 

spatial solutions.



Degrowth Daily: Newspaper for the Degrowing City
Prof. Joop de Kraker & dr. Christian Scholl (UM) | NEIMED | Parkstad Limburg | IBA Parkstad 
| Cultura Nova

 Stimulate the debate in the Netherlands on 'degrowth' and to 
feed it with new insights into the usability of the concept in urban 
development, in particular in a situation of shrinkage.

 Collect thoughts, experiences, opinions and analyzes from 
residents, civil servants, scientists, community workers and urban 
planners in the form of a newspaper, the "Degrowth Daily". The 
researchers are editing this newspaper and are writing a 
summary conclusion.



EVA: Electrical Vehicle Charging Infrastructure for the 
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area
Prof. Arjan van Timmeren & dr. Bardia Mashhoodi (TUD) | Amsterdam Institute for 
Advanced Metropolitan Solutions (AMS) | gemeente Amsterdam

EVA tries to distribute charging points for Electric vehicles (EVs) as 
efficiently as possible – together with stakeholders –  in:
 the Amsterdam Metropolitan Region, for the total number of EVs 

between the various 4-digit zip code locations;
 a district in Amsterdam West, based on the distance between 

parking places on the street and electricity transformer 
substations and houses.



MaaS-TRAINER: Mobility-as-a-Service from a societal 
perspective. TRade-offs with Alternative INvEstment pRojects
Dr. Francisco Bahamonde Birke (UU), dr. Niek Mouter (TUD), prof. Dick Ettema (UU) | 
gemeente Rotterdam

Participatory Value Evaluation (PVE) will be used to assess societal 
preferences. The project includes:
 a qualitative assessment on the way individuals evaluate 

different social projects and their features;
 a quantitative assessment based on choice models that allow 

eliciting trade-offs between different attributes and projects.



MOBIMON: MOBiliteit en InclusieMONitor
Prof. Dick Ettema (UU) & dr. Paulien van den Berg (TUE) | G4 (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den 
Haag en Utrecht) en Eindhoven | CBS | PBL | De Verkeersonderneming

In co-creation with societal partners, the researchers are 
developing a survey tool to map the degree of transport poverty 
and the explanatory factors in various cities in the Netherlands.

The results provide insight into the backgrounds of transport 
poverty and the groups for which this plays a role.

Based on this, advice is given about the need for policy, and which 
forms of policy are most effective.



Ruimtelijk ontwerpers als grenswerkers in transformaties naar 
een duurzame leefomgeving
Dr. Margo van den Brink, dr. Terry van Dijk, dr. Annet Kempenaar (RUG) & Henk Ovink, 
Special Envoy for International Water Affairs

A comparative international study of 4 cases (2 river widening | 2 
urban climate adaptation) in  Belgium, the Netherlands, Indonesia 
and New York, providing:
 a broad insight into the roles and critical institutional and 

organizational conditions for boundary works by spatial 
designers;

 input for a focus group discussion with Dutch spatial planning 
professionals;

 practical recommendations.

Water as Leverage  © Cynthia van Elk



Ruimte voor beleving: onderzoek naar de beleving van 
stedelijke parken op basis van gebruikersvoorkeuren
Dr. Pauline van den Berg, dr. Minou Weijs-Perrée, dr. Gamze Dane, ir. Aloys Borgers (TUE) | 
gemeente ’s-Hertogenbosch | Adviesbureau Planterra

The researchers:
 gain insight into the types and important characteristics of city 

parks through an extensive literature study;
 collect data via questionnaires about characteristics of city parks 

that users prefer and how they experience the city parks;
 conduct expert interviews with employees of the municipality of 

's-Hertogenbosch and Planterra;
 present different spatial alternatives to respondents via virtual 

reality (VR) experiments.



Being part of VerDuS (1)

 knowledge initiative by NWO, Platform31,  Regieorgaan SIA 
en three ministries (IenW, BZK, EZK)

 started in 2012 with several programmes
 Smart Urban Regions of the Future (2016-2020)



Being part of VerDuS (2)

www.verdus.nl

Information on:
 VerDuS
 the programmes
 the projects

News | Events | Kennisbank

http://www.verdus.nl/


Being part of VerDuS (3)

 It is a community
 It is about co-creation & dialogue
 Importance of knowledge dissimination

So, please:

 be available for dialogue with urban regions and with 
(national) policies and governance

 make your results accessible to a broad professional 
audience through practical publications (and / or a video!) >> 
Policy Brief, to be used in a ‘Synthesestudie’

 if possible: have a (simple) project website (>> URL?)
 make it clear that the research was made possible by VerDuS 

SURF



Being part of VerDuS (4) 

Keep VerDuS (Ymkje) informed about:
 public activities aimed at a professional audience
 professional publications (in professional journals, etc.)
 other topics about which VerDuS could publish news items

Projects are offered the following:
 advice and support, video offer
 platforms: www.verdus.nl, meetings, contacts with the 

professional media, the individual channels of the affiliated 
organizations (NWO, Platform31 etc.) and so on

 accessible overviews of the SURF projects on the website
 interviews and articles on the website
 your results in the Kennisbank
 your results on the final VerDuS SURF event, 25 March 2021
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